Upcoming EVE Meetings:

1. Teleconference week of December 9th
   a. Power Determination drafting update
      i. Feedback from all stakeholders on drafted text
   b. Validation results from JRC and Canada
   c. Feedback on durability proposal
   d. Discuss stand alone GTR or amendment for mandate
   e. Review mandate request for submission to GRPE
      i. To circulate week of November 15th
2. EVE #33 – Geneva – GRPE Week
   a. Currently scheduled for Monday morning (January 13, 2020)
3. EVE #34 – Ann Arbor, Michigan – USEPA to host
   a. March 24-25, 2020
EVE #32 Action Item List

Power Determination:

1. Complete drafting of the GTR by January 2020 for submission to GRPE. Drafting Group/Mike Safoutin.
2. Investigation of sustained power with gear shifting. Elena to review test results and report back by December teleconference.
3. Elena Paffumi to obtain clarification on 2% or 5% tolerance on R85 test.
4. Matthias to invite VDA to teleconference discussion and discuss tolerance on R85 test.
5. Discuss final validation test results prior to December teleconference.
6. Kendelle to request final results from testing lab.
7. EVE IWG to look into more information on carbon balance testing procedures to incorporate into GTR.
8. Mike Safoutin to email Shinichi Abe
   a. Shinichi Abe to provide contact knowledgeable on data extraction for Canada validation testing
9. Mike Safoutin to investigate access to BMW and Toyota ICE power curves

Durability

1. All stakeholders to review the Japanese proposal for battery state of health indicator and provide feedback by December teleconference
2. Stakeholders to review EC proposal for durability assessment (EVE-32-14e) for a GTR by December teleconference.
3. USEPA to provide feedback on a US-specific adoption of the EC proposal by December teleconference.
4. JRC to review alternative chemistry/parameters suggested by Volvo. Information expected from Volvo.
5. EVE IWG to provide data for TEMA model if available.
6. EVE IWG to take final review on status report by November 15th
7. Submit status report to GRPE for January 2020

General

1. EVE leadership team to contact GEEE EV task force prior to next meeting to identify opportunities for collaboration. Mike Olechiw
2. Organize two teleconferences during December 9th.
3. EVE leadership to prepare draft mandate request for GRPE for battery durability – January 2020.
4. To circulate draft mandate during week of November 15th
5. Status update to WP. 29 in November